
Golly, January was a quick month. The 
new year is moving at a gallop. Hang on!

 
I hope your calendar has a big red circle 
around Saturday, February 6. That’s Take 
Your Child to the Library Day. Do you have 
your plans in place? If you need ideas, 
the TYCLD Facebook page and website 
are filled with all sorts of artwork and 
information for you to use at your library.
 
I’ve also got a big red 
circle on my calendar 
around April 4 which 
is when I’ll be flying 
to Denver for the 
PLA Conference. If 
you’re planning to 
attend Public Library Association’s big 
bash – and I hope you are – please make 
time to come visit us in booth 1459. We 
will have giveaways and the like. Plus, 
it’s always fun to match faces with voices. 
Plus, Anderson Cooper is headlining the 
Opening Session. Those are plenty of 
good reasons to come to Denver in April.
 
Let’s see. What else is new? Need security 
cases? We have those. New videogame 
titles? Yep. They are listed in the 
newsletter and on our website. Standing 
orders? We can set one up for you. Shoot 
us an email to get started.
 
So, that’s it for February. Stay warm. Read 
books. Oh, and have a sweet Valentine’s 
Day. Chocolate is good for the heart and 
the soul, right?
 

Molly Klise, President
Thomas Klise/Crimson Multimedia

Agatha Christie: 
The ABC Murders
© 2016 Kalypso Media
Adapted from the classic Agatha 
Christie novels, The ABC Murders is 

an adventure and investigation game, offering 
sharp-minded gamers the chance to step into the 
shoes of Hercule Poirot. Join the famous detective 
as he attempts to unmask the elusive murderer 
known as “ABC” by solving puzzles, and 
exploring crime scenes, rendered stylishly in cel-
shaded, real-time 3D. To solve the case, players 
will have to talk to characters, gather evidence. 
and solve challenging puzzles in order to collect 
clues and piece together the mystery and bring 
this murderer to justice. Rated T.
KM160201 DVR/HYB $30
P4-KM160201 PlayStation 4 $40
X1-KM160201 Xbox One $40

Arslan: The Warriors 
of Legend
© 2016 Koei
The young crown prince of Pars, 
Arslan, is forced out of his kingdom 

when his father, the King, is betrayed and 
defeated and his domain conquered. Arslan and 
his few companions must re-assemble an army 
and fight against overwhelming odds to regain 
his throne and liberate his kingdom. Rated T.
P4-KO160202 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-KO160202 Xbox One $60

Assassin’s Creed 
Chronicles
© 2016 Ubisoft
Follow three legendary Assassins in 
their journeys of revenge, retribution 

and redemption in a stunning reimagining of the 
Assassin’s Creed universe. Slay from the shadows, 
master the art of parkour, and take the leap of 
faith in this series of action-adventure platform 
games presented as a collection of spectacular 
living paintings. Assassin’s Creed Chronicles takes 
players to three distinct civilizations and periods 
throughout history including the Ming dynasty 
at the start of its downfall, the Sikh Empire as it 
prepares for war in India, and the aftermath of 
the Red October revolution. Rated T.
P4-UB160203 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-UB160203 Xbox One $30

Digimon Story: Cyber 
Sleuth
© 2016 NaMco
Set in the near future, the line 
between the real and digital worlds 

is blurred. Logging into cyberspace is part of 
everyday life. For one teenager, a harmless 
on-line chat spawns a chance encounter with 
a mysterious hacker. Little did this teen know, 
this brief meeting would lead to a Digi-
monumental adventure. In Digimon Story: 
Cyber Sleuth, scan, raise, and train your faithful 
Digimon companions to battle by your side 
against a group of hackers. Do you have what it 
takes to crack this Digi-case? Rated T.
P4-NM160204 PlayStation 4 $60

Dying Light: Following 
Enhanced Edition
© 2016 WarNer bros.
Dying Light: The Following Enhanced 
Edition takes parkour-fueled 

zombie survival to a whole new level. Enjoy 
the definitive Dying Light experience with the 
brand-new Legend system, improved visuals, 
major gameplay enhancements, and more. This 
package comes with all the available bonus 
content, including Be the Zombie, Cuisine 
& Cargo, Ultimate Survivor Bundle, and 
The Bozak Horde. Last but not least, travel 
beyond the walls of Harran to discover a vast, 
dangerous new region in Dying Light: The 
Following, a massive story-based expansion 
that brings mysterious characters, deadly 
new weapons, unexpected quests, and fully 
customizable and drivable dirt buggies. 
Rated M.
P4-WB160205 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-WB160205 Xbox One $60

Far Cry Primal
© 2016 Ubisoft
Welcome to the Stone Age, a time of 
omnipresent danger and limitless 
adventure, where giant woolly 

mammoths and saber-toothed tigers rule the 
Earth, and humanity is at the bottom of the 
food chain. As the last survivor of your tribe, 
you will learn to craft a deadly arsenal, fend 
off fierce predators, and outsmart enemies to 
conquer Oros and save mankind. Rated M.
P4-UB160206 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-UB160206 Xbox One $60



Return To 
Popolocrois: Story of 
Seasons Fairytale
© 2016 Xseed

Grow and harvest crops, catch bugs, quarry 
for precious gems, synthesize items, tend 
livestock, forge relationships with locals and 
more, all performed in real time throughout 
the adventure. The game features classically-
styled turn-based combat and towns full of 
lively and interesting NPCs who contribute to 
a heartwarming narrative. Ample farming and 
life simulation elements such as crop-raising, 
bug-catching, rock quarrying, item synthesis 
and more round out the experience. Rated E10.
3DS-XS160214 3DS  $40

Street Fighter V 
© 2016 capcoM
The legendary fighting franchise 
returns with Street Fighter V! 
Stunning visuals depict the next 

generation of World Warriors in unprecedented 
detail, while exciting and accessible battle 
mechanics deliver endless fighting fun that 
both beginners and veterans can enjoy. 
Challenge friends online, or compete for fame 
and glory on the Capcom Pro Tour. Rated T.
P4-CP160215 PlayStation 4 $60

Fire Emblem Fates: 
Birthright
© 2016 NiNteNdo
Two versions of the franchise’s 

new installment offer players an unprecedented 
choice: fight an opposing force or join the other 
side and try to make changes from within. For 
the first time in the series, players take on the 
role of the main character and command an 
army, while struggling to decide which path 
to follow: helping blood relatives or the family 
that raised him or her. Rated T.
3DS-ND160207 3DS  $40

Fire Emblem Fates: 
Conquest
© 2016 NiNteNdo  
Two kingdoms are on the brink of 

war. Whose side will you choose? Torn between 
two families, you’re an heir of Hoshido, raised 
by Nohrian royals. If you walk the path of 
Conquest, you must fight to change your 
misguided kingdom from within. Command 
warriors with expert precision and forge deep 
relationships to master this turn-based strategy 
game. Rated T.
3DS-ND160208 3DS  $40

Mega Man Legacy 
Collection  
© 2016 capcoM
Mega Man Legacy Collection is a 
celebration of 8-bit history. The 

collection features six classic games in one 
including a new Challenge Mode that remixes 
levels for a whole new gaming experience. 
Rated E.
3DS-CP160209 3DS  $30
P4-CP160209 PlayStation 4 $30
X1-CP160209 Xbox One $30

Megadimension 
Neptunia VII
© 2016 idea factory
G.C. 2015. Gamindustri has entered 
a precarious season known as 

the CPU Shift Period. During this time of 
social unrest, deprecating rumors about the 
CPUs have begun to saturate Gamindustri. 
Neptune and the others worry the citizens 
will soon call for new leaders to replace them 
and that their rule will end. In these critical 
moments for Plane tune, Neptune, and Nepgear 
mysteriously disappear. Their destination is a 
divergent world, nearing its catastrophic end, 
called the Zero Dimension. They encounter 
the last remaining CPU of this world, 
UzumeTennouboshi, who is desperately waging 
a lonely battle against a colossal evil known as 
the Dark CPU. Will Neptune and Nepgear be 
able to work together with Uzumein in order to 
save Zero Dimension from tragedy? Rated T.
P4-IF160210 PlayStation 4 $60

Mighty No. 9
© 2016 deep silver
In a world of advanced robotic 
engineering, nine robot siblings 
known as the ‘Mighty Numbers’ 
rule in the Battle Colosseum. But 

when a sudden act of cyber terror turns the 
battle robots into rampaging menaces, it’s up to 
Beck, the lone member of the team unaffected 
by the virus to save the future of humanity! 
Rated E10.
P4-DS160211 PlayStation 4 $30
WU-DS160211 Wii U  $30
X1-DS160211 Xbox One $30

Naruto Shippuden: 
Ultimate Ninja Storm 4 
© 2016 NaMco
As every good story comes to an 
end, Naruto Shippuden: Ultimate 

Ninja Storm 4 is going to be the most incredible 
Storm game released to date! Players around 
the world will experience the exhilarating 
adventures of Naruto Uzumaki like never 
before! The latest opus in the acclaimed Storm 
series will take gamers on a breathtaking and 
epic ride with new features like Change Leader 
System and Wall-run. For the first time ever, the 
world of Naruto will also take advantage of the 
graphics power of the new generation systems. 
This is just the beginning and more characters 
and features will be announced in the future! 
Rated T.
P4-NM160216 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-NM160216 Xbox One $60

Plants vs Zombies: 
Garden Warfare 2 
© 2016 electroNic arts
The battle for suburbia grows to 
crazy new heights in Plants vs. 

Zombies: Garden Warfare 2! In this hilarious, 
action-packed shooter, zombie leader Dr. 
Zomboss has strengthened his horde and rebuilt 
suburbia as a zombie utopia. But hope remains, 
because for the first time the plants are taking 
the offensive in an all-out attack to reclaim their 
turf. Play as the plants in the all-new 24-player 
Herbal Assault mode, or choose your side in 
4-player co-op or Solo Play! Rated E10.
EA160212  DVR/WIN $60
P4-EA160212 PlayStation 4 $60
X1-EA160212 Xbox One $60

Project X Zone 2  
© 2016 NaMco
Project X Zone 2 gives gamers 
the opportunity to play as 

their favorite characters from a multitude of 
franchises and form teams of characters hailing 
from classic and current franchises and engage 
enemies through strategic turn-based battles. 
Rated T.
3DS-NM160213 3DS  $40

Sign up to get this monthly 
newsletter via email! Go to: 
www.crimsoninc.com and click 
on “subscribe to our monthly 

e-newsletter.”


